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“Everything I did, I
was constantly
fighting to get what I
needed. We should
all push ourselves to
include others”

Rose Ayling-Ellis
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Homework Timetable
You are expected to study the subjects shown on your timetable each day.
Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work: half a page per subject.
You can use your KOs and book in a
variety of ways (see next page) but you
should not just copy from the Knowledge
Organiser into your book.
Your teacher will tell you how they would
like you to use your Knowledge Organiser
each week. These instructions will appear
on Go4Schools. You should always mark
your work using a different coloured pen
Your teacher may follow up your
Knowledge Organiser work with an online
activity that uses the knowledge you
have been studying.
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Examples of Activities
Look, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.

Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Draw a mind map with the
key information.
Step 3: Add and extra information
that provides more detail about the
topic

Step 1: Read, cover and recreate the
diagram.

Step 2: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram
and give
Step 6: Check your answers with a
specific examples.
tick for correct answers or a cross for
Step 4: Check your answers using the Step 3: Check your answers using
incorrect.
information in all three sections of your class notes or ask your teacher
to check in your next lesson.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with
the Knowledge Organiser.
the information from that section.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
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Year 9: Identity
Genre Conventions (Typical features of poetry)

Analysing texts – what, why, how

Meter

The pattern of syllables in a line of poetry. This
alters depending on the style of poetry.

WHAT has the writer
done?

Rhyme

Two or more words with similar sounds. Some
forms of poetry have strict rhyme patterns while
others have none.

Rhythm

The pace created by the words in a poem.

Stanza

Groups of lines in a poem. Also known as a
verse.

Tone

The attitude of the poem

Volta

The turning point in the poem where the tone
changes.

How has the writer
done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun
“__________” which might suggest
______________ but might also suggest…

WHY has the writer
done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to:
Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/
entertain/educate/challenge
The writer might also have wanted the reader to:
Feel (insert emotion) because…
Empathise with…because
Understand that…because…

Vocabulary – tier 3

Deviate

Being similar to others.
Changing something in order to be different from
others.

Difference Whereas,… / On the other hand… / However, … / In
contrast… / This is different from…

Definitions

Prescriptive Enforcing a strict set of rules on something.

Innovate

Perspective

Definitions

Discourse Markers
Similarity Similarly,… / Likewise,… / In comparison… / Also,… /
Both… / This is similar to…

Vocabulary tier 2

Conform

The writer has:
explored/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/
focused upon…

Creating something new.

A individual's attitude or view towards something.

Language terms
Accent

The sound attached to a language or dialect

Dialect
Sociolect

The grammar and vocabulary that is unique to a geographical
area or region
The grammar and vocabulary that is unique to a social group

Idiolect

The grammar and vocabulary that is unique to an individual

Slang

A type of non-standard, informal vocabulary used more in
speech than writing.

Subject: Maths Topic: Angles and Construction Year: 9 Term: Spring 1
Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Tier 3 vocabulary

Definition

bisector

A line that splits an angle into
two equal parts
A line that cuts across two or
more parallel lines
The angles opposite each other
when two lines cross.

transversal
Vertically opposite

Alternate
Corresponding

Exterior angle

Interior angle
Construct

On opposite sides of the
transversal
The angles in matching corners
when two lines are crossed by a
transversal
The angle formed by a polygon
and the extension of its adjacent
side
An angle inside a polygon

Tier 2 vocabulary

Draw a shape, line or angle
accurately using a protractor,
compasses and/or ruler
Definition

Equidistant

The same distance

Perpendicular

A line that meets another line at
a right angle is perpendicular to it
Two lines the same distance
apart that never touch
A pattern made of one or more
shapes which fit together
perfectly
Exactly equal in size and shape

Parallel
Tessellation

Congruent

polygon
adjacent

Any 2-D shape formed with
straight lines
Next to (another side/angle)

Section 2: Key
Fact/Methods/Processes/Questions
There are three angle facts that you must learn. You
also need to be able to spot when these facts apply to a
given question. Copy the diagrams and angle facts to
help you memorise them. Can you spot any more
matching pairs of angles on each diagram?

This picture shows a pair of
alternate angles.
Alternate angles are equal

Section 3: Possible exam/CAF-style question
What is the missing angle x?

Find the missing angles

Find the missing angle s.

What is the sum of the interior
angles in a hexagon?

This picture shows a pair of
supplementary angles.
Supplementary angles sum to
180°
This picture shows a pair of
corresponding angles.
Corresponding angles are
equal

AB and CD are parallel lines.

Work out the size of x.

These diagrams show the steps needed to create an
angle bisector. Write out the steps that each picture is
showing as a set of instructions to follow.

Use a ruler and compasses to
construct a regular hexagon
that is inscribed in a circle.
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GCSE Biology (Combined and separates)
Section A: Basic Cells key vocabulary
Key word

The movement of water particles from an area of
high concentration to an area of low concentration
through a partially permeable membrane

Active transport

The movement of particles from an area of low
concentration to an area of high concentration. This
requires energy.
The movement of particles from an area of high
concentration to an area of low concentration

Concentration
gradient

The difference in concentration of particles between
two areas.

Partially permeable
membrane

A membrane that is permeable (lets molecules pass
through) to some molecules

Surface area
Cells

Section D: exchange surface: villi

Section E: exchange surface: alveoli

Section F: Exchange surface: fish gills

Section G: levels of organisation

The area of on object exposed to the ‘outside’/to
outermost part
The smallest functional unit of an organism.

Tissues

a group of structurally and functionally similar cells
and their intercellular material.

Organ

a collection of tissues that structurally form a
functional unit specialized to perform a particular
function.

Organ system

Section B: A diagram showing osmosis

Definition

Osmosis

Diffusion

Topic 1: Cell transport

a group of organs that work together as a
biological system to perform one or more functions.

Section C: A diagram showing active transport

GCSE Chemistry
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Keywords

Definition

Crude Oil

A mixture of different
hydrocarbons with different
boiling points

Hydrocarbon

A compound containing
chemically bonded carbon and
hydrogen atoms only.

Fractional
distillation

A method of separating a
mixture of hydrocarbons with
different boiling points into their
separate fractions.

Boiling point

The temperature where a
substances changes from a liquid
to a gas.

Condensation

A substance changing from a gas
to a liquid

Tier 3 Keywords

Definition

Cracking

A method used to break large
less useful molecules into smaller
more useful molecules using
heat.
A hydrocarbon with at least one
C=C double bond and the general
formula CnH2n
A hydrocarbon with C-C single
bonds and general formula
CnH2n+2

Alkene

Alkane

Section C: Fractional distillation
Fractional distillation
• Crude oil is a mixture of hydrocarbons with different
boiling points.
• The boiling point depends on the size of the
hydrocarbon.
• The larger the molecule the higher the boiling point.
Crude oil is separated out into hydrocarbons with
similar properties called fractions.
• Crude oil is separated in a fractionating column, at
the bottom of the tower the fractions have the
highest boiling points, at the top the fractions have
the lowest boiling points.
• Lighter fractions make much better fuels.

Topic: Organic Chemistry
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Section B: Cracking
Cracking
• Hydrocarbons can be broken down (cracked) to
produce smaller more useful molecules.
• The products of cracking include alkanes and
another type of hydrocarbon called alkenes.
• Cracking can be done by various methods
including catalytic cracking and steam cracking.
• There is a high demand for fuels with small
molecules and so some of the products of cracking
are useful as fuels.

Topic: Forces

GCSE Physics
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Work done

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Force

Make objects move or change
shape. Measured in Newtons (N)

Vector

Scalar

Quantities with both magnitude
(size) and direction.
e.g. Force, Velocity
Quantities with only magnitude
(size).
e.g. Speed, Distance

Contact Force

When two objects have to be
touching for the force to act.
e.g. Friction, Air resistance, Tension

Non-contact
Force

When two objects don’t have to be
touching for the force to act.
e.g. Magnetism, Weight,

Mass

The amount of matter usually
measured in kg.

Weight

The force due to gravity that
acts on an object. Measured in N.

Free body
diagram

A diagram that shows the forces
acting on a single object.

Resultant Force

The force when two or more forces
are added together (net force).

Equilibrium

When all the forces on an object
cancel out and the resultant force is
zero.

Section B: Calculations
Hookes law

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠
W= Work done (J)
F= Force (N)
s=Distance moved (m)

𝐹 =𝑘×𝑒
F=Force (N)
k= Spring constant (N/m)
e= Extension (m)

Weight
𝑊 =𝑚×𝑔
W= Weight (N)
m= mass (kg)
g= Gravitational field strength (N/kg)
Gravitational field strength on Earth= 9.8 N/kg

Section C: Hooke’s law
When you apply a force to
an object it may stretch,
compress or bend.
Work is done to stretch or
compress the object,
transferring to the elastic
potential energy store.
The extension of a
stretched spring is directly
proportional to the force
applied up to point P.
P is the limit of
proportionality. The graph
curves after this point.
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Section D: Resultant forces
If you have a number of forces acting on a single point,
you can replace them with a single force (RESULTANT).
1.
2.

Consider the horizontal and vertical components
separately.
Give the size and direction of the resultant force.

e.g.
Vertical:
1500N-1500N= 0N
Horizontal:
1200N-1000N= 200N
Resultant= 200N LEFT

Section D: Drawing Forces

To find the resultant force by scale drawing:
1. Pick a sensible scale e.g. 1cm=1N
2. Draw the resultant from the tail of the first arrow to
the tip of the last.
3. Measure the size of the resultant using a ruler.
4. Measure the direction with a protractor (bearing).

HISTORY
World War One Key Vocabulary

How did the First World impact Britain?
World War One Key Knowledge

Patriotism

devotion to and vigorous support for one's
country.

Why did so many men volunteer for the army?

Pal’s
Battalions

Sections of the army whereby men who
joined up as friends were allowed to fight
together.
Men aged 18-41 were forced to join the
army to fight in the war.

Patriotism
Guilt
Opportunity for travel and adventure
Better employment opportunity

Conscription
Conscientious
Objector

A person who refuses to fight in the armed
forces due to their beliefs or religion.

Trenches

A long narrow ditch dug into the ground for
soldiers to stay out of enemy fire.

The Western
Front

The area of Western Europe where the
German trenches met the British and French
trenches.
The civilian population still in Britain
supporting the war effort e.g through
working in factories.
Encouraging and selecting new people for
particular jobs e.g the army

The Home
Front
Recruitment
Propaganda

Information, sometimes misleading, issued
to promote a particular point of view.

Censorship

The suppression of people’s views or
opinions. No freedom of the press.
The Defence Against the Realm Act –
introduced 8th August 1914

DORA
Rationing

Limiting the amount of key supplies
including food that each person was allowed
to have

How did DORA affect life in Britain?
Introduced censorship, limited pub opening hours and the
working day was extended.
Prohibited buying binoculars, giving brad to horses or chickens,
killed pigeons, discussing military matters in public, writing in
invisible ink, lighting bonfires or fireworks.

Why did World War One End?
USA entered the war – Spring 1918 50,000 new troops troops for
the Western Front.
British Naval Blockade – Prevented supplies reaching Germany.
Very effective. People in Germany were starving.
Ludendorff Offensive – Final push from the Germans failed.
400,000 Germans killed and there were no reserves.

Who were the Big Three?
Britain – David Lloyd George
America – Woodrow Wilson
France – Georges Clemenceau

What were the terms of the Treaty of Versailles?
Loss of Land – Polish corridor, Czechoslovakia
Loss of Money - £6.6 billion
Loss of Military – No conscription, tanks or air force, 6
battleships, Rhineland demilitarise.
Loss of Pride – German people blamed for the war
League of Nations – An assembly of countries who pledged to
avoid war through discussion and economic sanctions.
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HISTORY
Key Vocabulary
Lightning war,” blitzkrieg is a military tactic designed to
use fast, mobile units to break through the weak points in
the enemy defence. It is all about power and speed.
A time at which a major change in a situation or event
occurs, especially one with beneficial results.

Blitzkreig

Turning Point
Operation Sealion

The German code name for the invasion of Britain

The Blitz

The German bombing campaign against British towns and
cities

Operation
Barbarossa

The German codename for the Invasion of the Soviet
Union.

Operation Overlord The Allied codename for the invasion of Nazi Occupied
France.
D-Day

The Second World War
Was Dunkirk a success or failure for Britain?

‘Dunkirk was a success!!!’ - 27th May – 4 June 338,000 British (BEF) & French troops
evacuated from Dunkirk (incl. 139,000 Fr.). Original target 50,000. 860 Naval & privately
owned vessels carried troops to Dover & south coast. Fine weather. RAF provided air
cover against Goering’s Luftwaffe.
Churchill praised Dunkirk as a success and used it to rally the British public. His famous
‘we shall fight them on the beaches speech’ was about Dunkirk.
‘Dunkirk was a failure!!!’ - 68,000 BEF casualties. 1,200 field guns, 1,250 anti-aircraft
guns, 11,000 machine guns, 75,000 vehicles abandoned (incl.475 tanks). Germans fully
expected GB to make peace. Hitler didn’t want war with Britain. He respected their
Empire. He believed that Dunkirk was the beginning of the end of the war as his Blitzkrieg
tactic shook Western Europe within an inch of defeat.

6th June 1944. The day the allies invaded Nazi occupied
France.

Why was there a Battle of Britain?
Why was there a Battle of Britain? - In May 1940, Germany invaded
France. The French and British armies were overpowered by the German
blitzkrieg. Towards the end of May, in a daring rescue attempt, ships
from England picked up 300,000 British and French soldiers from Dunkirk.
Britain stood alone against the might of Germany’s armed forces;
What was the German plan? - For Blitzkrieg to work, the Luftwaffe (The
German air force) had to destroy the RAF, to prevent it shooting at
German troops who were supposed to land in Britain. The Luftwaffe, led
by Herman Göring, had more than double the amount of aircraft
available to the British RAF (who only had 600 planes) and a lot more
pilots.
The results of the Battle of Britain - The Battle was a real turning point in
the war. Germany had not lost a battle before they tried to invade
Britain. After the invasion failed, Hitler ordered the Luftwaffe to begin
bombing British cities. Churchill, used the victory to promote a new
propaganda campaign to boost public morale. Britain, for now, had won.
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Key Dates
June 1919

Treaty of Versailles

September German invasion of Poland
1939
June 1940

Dunkirk

July-Oct
1940

Battle of Britain

Sept 1940- The Blitz
May 1941
June 1941- German invasion of Russia
Dec 1941
December
1941
June 1944

Pearl Harbour

August
1945
Sept 1945

US drops atomic bomb on Japan

D-Day

End of Second World War

Geography – China

Section C: Key Questions
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Was the One Child Policy Successful?

Plateau
River Basin
Demographic
Transition Mode
(DTM)
Foreign direct
investment (FDI)
Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)
Containerisation
Globalisation

Free Trade
TNCs
Communicaton
technology
Financial
deregulation

Consumers

Tariff
Dam
Hydroelectric
Power (HEP

Section A: Key Terms
A flat, elevated landform that rises sharply
above the surrounding area on at least one side
A river basin or drainage basin is an area of land
drained by a river and its tributaries
The demographic transition model shows
population change over time.
It studies how birth rate and death rate affect
the total population of a country.
Investment made by a firm or individual in one
country into a business interests located in
another country.
The total value of all the goods and services
made within a country in a year.
a common size of steel container to transport
goods
the process by which the world is becoming
increasingly interconnected as a result of
massively increased trade and cultural
exchange. It has increased the production of
goods and services
Removing tariffs and quotas has promoted
easier and faster trade.
Transnational companies which operate in
more than one country such as Apple.
Satellite and fibre optic technologies have led
to growth of mobile phone and internet and
reduced costs/difficulties of communication.
Government controls on banks, currencies and
interest rates have all decreased making
investment and profits abroad easier and
higher.
Global consumer and population changes have
led to soaring demand from goods all over the
world.
A tax imposed by one country on the goods and
services imported from another country.
A barrier that stops or restricts the flow of
water.
renewable source of energy that is generated
through harnessing the power of moving water

Advantages
•
•

•

Over 400million births
have been prevented
The poverty rate dropped
significantly with more jobs
available as well as food
and other resources
Very wealthy families could
afford to pay the fines and
have multiple children.

Disadvantages
•
•
•
•

Abortion and infanticide
rates grew amongst baby
girls.
‘The little emperor
syndrome’.
4-2-1 problem.
Gender imbalance- more
males and females in
China.

How are China and Africa connected?
•

Section B: Key Skills
1. Interpreting population pyramids

•
•

China is all over Africa these days, building railroads, bridges,
and ports.
China-Africa trade exceeded the $100 billion mark again in
2010.
In 2018, China announced it would be providing $60 billion in
financial support to Africa.

Why is the South China Sea so valuable?
•
•

The Paracels and the Spratlys islands in the South China Sea
may have reserves of natural resources around them.
The sea is also a major shipping route and home to fishing
grounds that supply the livelihoods of people across the region.

What effects has China’s growth had on the environment?
•
•

2. Demographic Transition Model

•
•

Air quality in China’s urban areas is amongst the worst in the
entire world
China accounts for a large percentage of the global total of lung
cancer
Acid Rain
Dangerous drinking Water

How has globalisation affected China?
•
•
•

Many food items are prepared in China.
In 2007, China overtook Germany as the biggest car
manufacturer in the world
More of China’s goods are exported to the USA than to any
other country.

How successful was the Three Gorges Dam?
Advantages
•
•
•

Flood Control
Power Generation
Ship navigation

Disadvantages
•
•
•

Displacement
Water pollution
Environmental impact

RE

What is Ethics?

A. Ethical Key Vocab

Altruism

Selfless actions done without thought or
expectation of reward

Absolutism

The view that certain actions are inherently
good or bad

Relativism

The view that whether an action is good or
bad depends on the situation

The will to power

A term used by Nietzsche to describe a
natural human desire for strength and power

Utilitarianism

The theory that the best action in any
situation is the one which creates the
greatest amount of good for the greatest
number

Hedonic calculus

Jeremy Bentham’s way of calculating which
actions are right and wrong

Thought
experiment

A mental test in which people think through
consequences of different actions, often in
scenarios that can’t be tested out in real life

Holocaust

The killing of six million Jews by the Nazis
between 1933 and 1945

The banality of
evil

A phrase used by Hannah Arendt to describe
how evil can result from ordinary,
thoughtless behaviour

Dualism

The belief that humans have both a body and
another separate, immaterial part, such as a
mind or soul

Materialism

The belief that the only thing that exists is
physical matter and the movement of this
matter

Turing Test

A test created by Alan Turing to try and show
if a computer can think

Artificial
Intelligence

Computer systems that are able to carry out
tasks normally done by humans

Artificial
superintelligence

The name given to a possible future invention
that is more intelligent than humans and can
outperform us in everything

Speciesism

A term popularised by Peter Singer to
describe prejudice or discrimination towards
animals

Morality

Ideas or principles about what is right and
wrong

Ethics

The philosophical study of right and wrong

B. Ethical Key information
What is ethics?
Throughout history, people have wondered how to live a ‘good’ life. Christians and Muslims
believe that God has revealed how to live a good life to humans, and he will judge them after
death on how they have lived. Similarly, Hindus and Buddhists believe that good actions in this
life will result in a good rebirth when they die. However, for people who believe there is no god
and we only have one life, other ways are needed to decide how to live the best or right way.
Some people believe that morality is innate, or inbuilt. We are born with a natural sense of right
and wrong. Some people believe humans are simply driven by a selfish desire to survive and
that altruism (selflessness) does not exist. Some may say that a person’s motives may make a
difference to whether an action is good or bad. Some people believe that actions are inherently
good or bad, this means that actions are good or bad in themselves regardless of their
consequence. This is known as absolutism. Others may argue that no action is always good or
bad; it depends on the situation and the action’s consequences. This is known as relativism.
Are goodness and Should we decide if action are right or wrong based on whether they produce pleasure? Jeremy
pleasure the same Bentham was an atheist, who did not think t hat God decides which action are good or bad, nor
thing?
did Bentham think that goodness was about protecting people’s rights. Bentham believed that
humans were motivated by the desire to avoid pain and experience pleasure. Therefore, when
deciding if an action is good or bad, we should focus on how much pleasure or pain it will
cause. If an action causes more pleasure than pain, it is a good action, but if an action causes
more pain than pleasure it is a bad action.
Utilitarianism can be hedonistic. What does the word Hedonism mean?
Is utilitarianism
Hedonism= the view that pleasure is the most ‘good’
useful for making
Bentham believed that human beings were motivated by pleasure and pain. He created the
decisions?
Hedonic Calculus to calculate pain and pleasure in order to make the ‘best’ decisions; purity,
remoteness, richness, intensity, certainty, extent, and duration.
Thought experiments are a classic tool used by many great thinkers, which enable us to explore
Would you
often impossible situations and predict their implications and outcomes. Mastering thought
sacrifice one
experiments can help you to stretch your mind by confronting difficult questions.
person to save
Some rules about thought experiments you need to play by:
five?
•
They are not real life situations.
•
You must choose one of the options given.
•
You must accept the situation as given to you.
Philippa Foot, an English philosopher, created a thought experiment in 1967 called the Trolley
problem.
What causes ordinary people to do appalling things? Adolf Eichmann was a senior Nazi and his
What is the
job was to organise the most efficient way of transporting Jews from their homes to
Banality of evil?
concentration camps. While he didn’t kill any Jews with his own hands, he played a key role in
the process that led to the death of millions. After he Holocaust, Eichmann fled to Argentina
and lived secretly for a number years, before being captured by the Israeli secret police and put
on trial. Hannah Arendt was a German Jewish philosopher and she had fled the Nazis at a
young age. She wanted to attend the trial to try to understand what sort of man would do such
evil and why. She sued the term ‘banality of evil’ to describe how evil can result from ordinary,
thoughtless behaviour.

C. Key People
Hannah
Arendt

20th Century German
philosopher who attended
the trial of Adolf Eichmann
in 1961

Jeremy
Bentham

18th Century philosopher,
regarded as the founder of
utilitarianism

John
Locke

17th Century English
philosopher who argued
that when we are born,
our mind is like a blank
slate

John
Stuart
Mill

19th Century English
philosopher who
developed utilitarianism
further

John
Searle

20th Century American
philosopher who used the
example of the Chinese
thought experiment to
argue against Alan
Turnings claim that
computers can think

Peter
Singer

20th Century Australian
philosopher who
popularised the word
‘speciesism’

Section A.1 – ¿En qué trabajas? =
What’s your job?
Trabajo
Un estadio
en…
= a stadium
= I work in Un hotel
= a hotel
Trabaja en Un instituto
= he/she
= a school
Works in
Un jardín
= a garden
Una clínica
= a clinic
Un restaurante
= a restaurant
Una peluquería
= a hairdressers

Section B – ¿Qué haces?
Tengo que
Lavar coches = wash cars
= I have to
Vender = sell
Tiene que
Repartir periódicos = deliver
= He/she has newspapers
to
Trabajar como… = to work as…
Coger el autobús = take the bus
Debo
Contar historias = tell stories
= I must
Cortar pelo = cut hair
Debe
Limpiar = clean
= he/she
Cuidar a niños = look after children
must
Ir bien vestido/a = go well dressed
Levantarme temprano = get up early
Hay que/Es
Rellenar estanterías = stack shelves
necesario
Ser amable/puntual = be kind/on time
= it’s
Servir comida = serve food
necessary
Utilizar el ordenador = use the
computer

Section A.2 – ¿En qué trabajas? = What’s your job?
Trabajo
Abogado/a = a lawyer
Actor/actriz = an
como
Camarero/a = a
actor/actress
= I work
waiter/waitress
Azafata = an air steward
as
Carpintero/a = a carpinter
Soldado = a soldier
Cocinero/a = a chef
Trabaja
Enfermero/a = a nurse
Cantante = a Singer
como
Ingeniero/a = an engineer
Comerciante = a
= he/she Jardinero/a = a gardener
businessman/woman
works as Mecánico/a = a mecanic
Dependiente/a = a shop
Médico/a = a doctor
assistant
Soy… = I
Peluquero/a = a hairdresser
am
Profesor/a = a teacher
Recepcionista = a
Director/a = a director
receptionist
Es… =
Conductor/a = a driver
Periodista = a journalist
He/she is Diseñador/a = a designer
Dentista = a dentist
Futbolista = a footballer

SPANISH – Careers
Section C – ¿Te gustaría usar español en tu trabajo ideal? Would you like to
use Spanish in your ideal job?
 Sí, en el
futuro me
gustaría trabajar
como ________
y… = Yes, in the
future I would
like to work
as____ and…

…me gustaría comunicarme en español. = I’d like to
comunícate in Spanish
…sería necesario hablar español (con los clientes/los
niños/las turistas). = it would be necessary to speak
Spanish (with customer/children/tourists)
…quiero ganar mucho dinero. = I want to earn lots of
money
…tengo la intención de trabajar en el extranjero. = I
intend on working abroad

 No, en el
futuro me
gustaría trabajar
como ______ y…
= No, in the
future I would
like to work
as____ and…

…no sería
necesario
hablar
español. = it
would not
be necessary
to speak
Spanish

Section D – Trade
Argentina
Bolivia
Chile Colombia
Costa Rica Cuba Ecuador
República Dominicana
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
México
Nicaragua
Panamá
Paraguay
Perú España Uruguay Venezuela
Negocio = business Comercio = Trade
Exportar = to export Industría = industry
Oro = gold Café = coffee
Productos alimentarios = food products
Un conocimiento = knowledge
Una empresa = a company
Una carrera = a career Un título = a degree
Un idioma = a language
Una comprensión cultural = cultural
understanding
Una lengua materna = Native language
Habilidades lingüísticas = Linguistic ability

pero =
but

…sería útil hablar español
para mis vacaciones. = it
would be useful to speak
Spanish for my holidays
…quiero seguir estudiando
español porque me gusta. =
I want to continue studying
Spanish because I like it

Section E – Mi trabajo ideal
Mi trabajo ideal Trabajar como
sería
= work as
See jobs
= my ideal job
from KO
would be
Ser = to be
Section
Quiero = I want
A.1.
to
Pienso = I’m
thinking about
Me gustaría = I
would like to
Trabajar en = to See places
Espero = I hope
work in
from KO
to
Section
Tengo la
A.2.
intención de = I
intend on
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PE Knowledge organiser- BADMINTON
Backhand

Doubles

Forehand

Rules and regulations












A game always starts at
love all (0-0)
A game is played up to
21 points; the game
must be won by two
clear points
A game always starts
with a serve from the
right hand box (Even)
The serve must land
beyond your opponents
service line
All serves must be hit
into the diagonal service
box
Whoever wins the point
serves next
You cannot hit the net
with your racket or body

Smash shot
Drop shot
Net shot

Ready position

Serve Singles

Shuttle

Types of grip

Serving/ court area
There are three types of serve: Short/backhand, long, flick
Court area: long and thin for singles, short and wide for
doubles.
Determining where to serve from: If the score is even you
serve in the right box, if the score is odd you serve in the left
box.

Attacking shots




Grip

Key terms
Rally

Defensive shots


Overhead clear (played
to the back of your
opponents court)

Exit routes:

Beeston Valley Badminton Club,
Chilwell Olympia, ByPass road,
Chilwell, Beeston
NG9 5HR

OR play with family and
friends at a local leisure
centre

Y9 Design and Technology
Key Vocabulary

Manufacturing processes
Name

Description

Polishing

Rubbing a surface to make it shine and to
enhance its appearance.
Preparing a materials surface ready for its
finish e.g. polishing or painting it.
Cutting out the pieces of material that
you need to make your parts
When cutting out more than one object
that is the same it is useful to make a
template. This is made from paper, card,
metal or plastic and is drawn around
making it quicker and easier to draw the
same object several times, accurately.
How good something is. How well it has
been made, how long it will last for, how
nice it is to use or how nice it looks.
Using a drilling machine to cut a hole
into, or completely through a material.

Smoothing
Cutting out
Templates

Quality

Drilling

Materials
Name

Description and image

Thermoplastics

A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped. Because these plastics
have what we call a ‘Plastic Memory’,
they can be reheated and reshaped.
Can also be easily recycled.
A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped but once they cool
down they ‘set’ in that shape and
cannot be reshaped again. This means
they are good at resisting heat but
difficult to recycle.
A hard, but brittle, plastic that comes
in a variety of colours and clear, like
glass, used for signs and other objects.

Thermosetting
plastics

Acrylic

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a
pattern, a property or a process. Give some
identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain

Tools and equipment
Name

Description and image

Files

Made from high carbon steel
and used for smoothing and
shaping softer metals like Steel,
Copper, Brass and Aluminium.
A drill used for creating holes
that is floor mounted and has a
long metal pillar holding it up.
A drill bit is the sharp tool put
into a drill to cut the hole. These
come in a range of different
sizes to create the size of hole
that you need.
A saw with a deep throat (gap
between the frame and blade)
that has a narrow blade. This
allows the saw to be easily
turned so that it can be used to
cut out complicated shapes.
A paper with abrasive metal
granules stuck to it. It is
waterproof so can be used Wet
or Dry. By using it wet the water
helps it slide more thus giving
an even smoother finish.

Pillar drill

Drill bit

Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Control
measures
Target
audience
Challenge

Something used to protect against a specific
danger in a workshop.
The person or people you are designing the
product for.
The push yourself to achieve the very best and
sometimes out of your comfort zone.
The product matches the needs of the end
user/client and is unique to their requirements.
The good or positive things that the product will
bring to the user/client.
Clearly describe the product being designed with
lots of information and clarity.
What the product is designed to do and how well
it performs the task.
What the final product will look like, colours,
textures, shape, patterns, etc.
A detailed list of all the things that need to be
Considered when designing and making a product.

Personalised
Benefits
Annotate
Functionality
Aesthetics
Specification

Coping saw

Wet and dry paper
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Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Key Facts

A short statement describing
the aim/product
Specification A set of detailed points
describing the product
The appearance of the product
Aesthetics
Design Brief

How much a product cost to
make and buy
Customer
Who will buy and/or use the
product
Environment What impact will the product
have on the environment
Cost

Size
Safety

The dimensions and weight of
the product
Is the product safe to use? Are
there any safety hazards?

Function

What the product needs to do

Materials

What is the product made from

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Analysis

Detailed description using Point,
Evidence Explain
Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software
Computer Aided Manufacture
e.g. Laser Cutter

CAD
CAM

Year 9 Design and Technology - Engineering

Sustainability Considering the environment
and preserving resources for the
future

Questions:
What unit of
measurement is used in
the workshop?
What tool would you use
to support a piece of
wood whilst cutting?

Answers:
Millimetres (mm) These are part
of the metric system.
(centimetres and metres)

Where does natural
timber come from? Give
an example of a softwood
and a hardwood.

Natural timbers come from trees
and are cut into planks. Examples
are Pine (softwood) and Oak
(hardwood)

What are manufactured
boards? Give examples

Give 3 advantages of
Computer Aided Design

Give 3 disadvantages of
Computer Aided Design

What is Computer Aided
Manufacture and what
are the advantages of it?

A vice

Manufactured boards are made
from a mixture of wood and glue.
They are made into sheets or
boards.
Examples are plywood, MDF and
chipboard.
You can produce accurate
drawings
Files can be shared.
Products can be tested before they
are made.
Expensive to set up
Files can be lost or corrupted
It removes the need for traditional
drawing skills
CAM is using programmable
machines to manufacture
products. This could be a CNC
lathe, milling machine, laser cutter
or 3D printer. They are faster and
more accurate than traditional
methods.

Timbers – Sources and Origins
HARDWOODS
(DECIDUOUS) Sometimes
called Broad-leaf trees.
They lose their leaves in
winter. Hardwoods tend
to be harder than
Softwoods (with the
exception of Balsa Wood)

SOFTWOODS
(CONIFEROUS)
Softwoods are from
trees that have
needles not leaves.
They grow quickly,
compared to most
hardwoods
Softwoods are used
by the construction
industry and are also
used to produce
paper pulp, and card
products.
MANMADE BOARDS Manmade
boards are commonly used in
the construction industry, for
interior fittings and furniture.
The three main types are;
Plywood’s (pictured), MDF
(Medium Density Fibre board)
Chipboard HARDWOODS

Y9 Design Technology - Technical Drawing
Technical Drawing
•
•
•
•
•

The basics of technical drawing
How to use the tools and equipment
used in technical drawing
How to Develop drawing and visualising
skills.
Explore the technique of rendering and
enhancing your drawings.
To develop your skills to produce
complex designs

Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature,
a pattern, a property or a process. Give
some identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain
Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Sketching

is drawn without any ‘aids’, has no straight edges
or uses any stencils or templates.
A drawing uses straight edges and equipment to
improve clarity and accuracy.
A long narrow mark or band
A line or outline which gradually deviates from
being straight for some or all of its length
A line that goes from right to left or left to right
across the page
A line that goes from bottom to top or top to
bottom on the page.
Two lines running side by side that will never
meet
The quality of being two dimensional
The quality of being Three dimensional
An aid to sketching
Creating the illusion of light, Tone, and texture
using graphic materials
All lines apart from the horizontal and vertical
lines direct towards and meet at the vanishing
point.

Key Diagrams

Drawing
Line
Curve

Horizontal
Vertical
Parallel
2D
3D
Crating
Rendering
Vanishing point

Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

State what equipment
should be used when
DRAWING a TRIANGLE
correctly.
Describe what makes
an isometric projection
different from a oblique
projection.

Ruler, Compass, Pencil, Paper,
Rubber

An Isometric projection has no
horizontal lines as all lines that
would be horizontal are drawn
at 30⁰. A Oblique projection is
drawn at 45⁰ and can have
horizontal lines because of this.
Explain how to produce 1. Turn the sections into 5
a tonal scale on a curve.
tonal stripes
2. Lightly divide the curved
shape into 5 sections
3. Add colour / shade getting
lighter / darker each time
in each section of the
curve.
4. Carefully blend together
the tones
Shading can give an illusion of
depth to your drawing
Evaluate the difference Advantages
Disadvantages
between a 1 point
perspective and 2 point Conclusion
perspective drawing
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Adding Binary Numbers

B – Subtracting Binary

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

Remember
In binary you can only use the digits 1 or 0

Rule 3 Carry
When you have to add 1 to 1 it makes 2 but you cannot write that. 2 in binary is 10 so you
have to put 0 down below the line and carry the 1 to the left for the next column. Just like you
carry tens across in decimal addition

Rule 4 Carry

Binary subtraction has very
different rules to decimal
subtraction
• Start on the right
• Convert all the numbers in
the second term to their
opposites
• Add 0001 to that new term
• Add both of the numbers
together
• Remove any additional digits
if they occur

When you have to add 1 to 1 to 1 it makes 3 but you cannot write that. 3 in binary is 11 so you
have to put 1 down below the line and carry the 1 to the left for the next column.

C – Logic Gates
Computers can use the electrical signals ON (1) and OFF (0)
to make decisions using devices called logic gates

A NOT gate flips any input to its
opposite and are also known as
inverters

An AND gate switches
its output signal on
when both inputs are
on

An OR gate switches its
output signal on either
inputs are on or both are
on

Drama – Costume, Hair and Make-up Design
Section A: What is the purpose of costume design?
Establishing a character
Costumes can:
• provide the audience with basic information about a character, such as their age, gender, occupation and economic and social background
• reveal lots of information about a character’s personality, e.g. a vain character might wear a flamboyant outfit to draw attention to themselves, while a shy character might wear plain clothes in dull colours
• reveal information about a character’s circumstances within the play, helping to tell their story, e.g. a character might begin the play wearing smart clothes but by the end of the play their costume might look creased and
untidy to help communicate their journey and what they have experienced
Conveying the context of the play
Costumes can convey the context of the play, including the time period and geographical setting. Performers wearing dinner jackets, bow ties and top hats could suggest the historical setting of the piece before any dialogue is
spoken. Through local cultural dress or references to the climate, costumes can also help to convey the geographical setting of a play.
Supporting the style
Costumes support the overall style of a production. If a production is naturalistic in style, then costumes should be realistic and recreate everyday life. However, a pantomime, which is far more theatrical, would feature grand and
colourful costumes to support the overall style of the show.

Section E: Things to consider when designing a costume
Colour
Colour can convey a symbolic idea or reveal
something about the character wearing the
costume. Colour can also be used to help the
audience see the similarities or differences
between characters. For example, where two
families are feuding, the performers may be
dressed in different colours to help the audience
differentiate. It is important to remember that
colours change under stage lighting, e.g. a white
dress will appear blue under a blue light.
Condition
The condition of the
costume can convey
information about a
character's circumstances.
For example, a Victorian
street beggar leading a
hard life may wear dirty
rags with holes to show
wear and tear, and may
also have make-up to
appear dirty with missing
teeth, cuts and bruises.

Fabric
The most appropriate fabrics to suit the character, setting and style of the production should be
considered. For example, in the present day performers can wear costumes that use modern synthetic
materials, such as nylon. Fabric can also provide information about a character’s social status, e.g. a
wealthy character may wear a silk dress.
Fit
The fit of a costume refers to how the clothing fits the performer, e.g. tight, oversized or fitted perfectly. It
can reveal a character’s personality or the context of the play. A woman in a period drama may wear a
very tightly fitted corset to help reflect the historical context of a play, as it was fashionable to accentuate
a woman’s physical form.

Section A: Adornments, hair, make-up, shape and texture
Adornments
Adornments are the accessories that are added to a costume, e.g. jewellery, handkerchiefs and bags. The scale or
size of adornments needs to be considered as, depending on where they are sitting, it can be difficult for the
audience to see details. Adornments may be accentuated to make them clearly visible.
Hair and make-up
Hair and make-up are also aspects of costume design. Simple make-up is often used to help pick out the performer’s
facial features under bright lighting, but make-up serves many other functions. For example, it is used to:
• create special effects such as cuts and bruises
• help a performer appear older, e.g. to create wrinkles
• change facial features, e.g. through the use of prosthetics
Practicalities
The practicalities of a costume must also be considered when working on a design. Some productions can require
quick costume changes between scenes, and a costume designer will have to find ways to help this, e.g. by using
Velcro rather than buttons. Comfort and freedom of movement should be considered as well as weight when using
different materials and fits.
Shape
Costume can be used to give a performer a different physical shape, e.g. a body suit may be worn to make a
performer appear larger. The outline created by a costume on a performer is called a silhouette. Different
silhouettes are associated with different fashions throughout history, e.g. shoulder pads are reminiscent of 1980s
power dressing.
Texture
The texture of the fabric used on a costume can provide the audience with information about a play’s context or
insight into a character. For example, a soft cashmere cardigan in pastel tones can suggest that a character is warm
and caring, whereas leather and suede in dark colours can appear more threatening. It is important to consider how
textured surfaces react differently under stage lighting, e.g. a shiny finish like satin is very reflective under lights.
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Watercolour painting / Georgia O’Keeffe
Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Wet on wet

Watercolour painting technique where
you paint onto paper that is already
wet.- used for blending colours.

Wet on dry

Watercolour painting technique where
you paint over a colour that has already
dried. Used for layering colours.

Dry brushing

Watercolour painting technique where
only a small amount of paint is dragged
over the page by an almost dry brush to
make broken areas of colour.

Wash

A wash is an application of water color
paint thinned with water, laid smoothly
and evenly across the surface. A wash
can be flat, graded, or variegated.

Monochrome

A monochrome or monochromatic
painting is one created using only one
colour, but often using various tones of
the colour.

Tint

A tint is a lighter value of a colour that
is made by adding white.

Shade

A shade is a darker value of a colour
made by adding black.

Shades – Base colour plus black.

Tints – Base colour plus white.
Georgia O’Keefe ‘Red
Poppy’,1927

The stages of painting a sphere.

Georgia O'Keeffe
(November 15, 1887 –
March 6, 1986) was an
American artist. She is best
known for her paintings of
enlarged flowers, New York
skyscrapers, and New
Mexico landscapes.
O'Keeffe has been
recognized as the "Mother
of American modernism".
Georgia O’Keeffe
‘Horse's Skull on
Blue’, 1930

Georgia O’Keeffe ‘Red
Canna’ 1924

The Four Stages of Image
Analysis:
Level 1 Describe - literally
describe the subject.
Level 2 Analyse - formally
describe in terms of line,
colour, values, symmetry,
style (-ism), historical context,
etc…
Level 3 Interpret - assign
meaning to the subject,
what's being expressed, what
it means, symbolizes. (What
is the ‘mood’.)
Level 4 Judge - use all of the
above to form a personal
response to the piece.

